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GoLift
LED Functions

Charging Battery LED Buzzer Additional Notes
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every 3 seconds
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5 seconds
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LED stays on 1 minute after

use then shuts off
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LED stays on 1 minute after use then shuts off.

Monitor voltage to check for battery level. Lift

in up direction not allowed but must be able to

go in the down direction.

LED stays on 1 minute after use then shuts off.

Monitor voltage to check for battery level. One

full lift at max load must be able to be

completed.

LED stays on for 1 minute

Red LED if main board is working

No LED if main board has malfunctioned

Latch Error: Red flashing once every 5 second and buzzer on solid

During Sleep Mode (when LED turns off - after 1 minute) the unit should draw no power (1ma).

This is required to ensure long shelf life. When any buttons are pressed the unit has to wake up instantly.

Maintenance Alarm
At 1001 lifts, the LED will flash Green

To reset, press UP button, then the DOWN button, then UP button, then DOWN button and then hold both buttons for 10 seconds

If successful, the LED turns Red, Green and Orange. The buzzer beeps three times

Please note, that a reset can be performed at any time, not just after the 1000th lift.


